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HEC Program Overview
Delivers high performance computing systems and services to NASA's
aeronautics, exploration, science, and space technology missions…
High-End Computing (HEC) Program Office
Science Mission Directorate (SMD)
NASA Headquarters
High-End Computing Capability (HECC) Project
NASA Advanced Supercomputing (NAS) Division
Exploration Technology Directorate
Ames Research Center
Dr. Rupak Biswas
HECC Project Manager
Director of Exploration Technology

Computing Systems & Storage
• Pleiades: 7.57 PF peak
• Electra (modular expansion): 4.78 PF peak
• Endeavour (shared-memory): 32 TF peak
• Merope: 252 TF peak
• 45 PB of shared storage

Dr. Tsengdar Lee
HEC Portfolio Manager

NASA Center for Climate Simulation (NCCS)
Computational and Information Sciences
and Technology Office (CISTO)
Science and Exploration Directorate
Goddard Space Flight Center
Dr. Daniel Duffy
NCCS Project Manager
CISTO Chief

Computing System & Storage
• Discover: 3.48 PF peak; 45 PB
• ADAPT Science Cloud: 8 PB
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User Support Services
SERVICES & PRODUCTS

ONLINE RESOURCES

Systems - high-performance computing and data storage
solutions

Web Site - system status, news, and information important
to the user community and general public

Application - performance and productivity (installing,
debugging, scripting, workflow, as well as benchmarking,
development, parallelization, code optimization)

HEC Program: https://www.hec.nasa.gov
HECC: https://www.nas.nasa.gov/hecc/
NCCS: https://www.nccs.nasa.gov/

Tutorials and Brown Bags - varied topics of interest
Visualization and Data Analysis - concurrent, postprocessing
and remote capabilities, Hyperwall, Scientific Visualization
Studio

Knowledge Base - detailed information and best practices
to utilize HEC resources

Network - end-to-end performance enhancements
Data Analytics and Machine Learning - exploring large scale
data analytics (NCCS) as well as cloud and GPGPU
solutions to perform both data analytics and machine
learning (HECC)
Specialized/Long-Term Support
Help Desk – technical support
HEC Program: support@hec.nasa.gov
HECC: (650) 604-4444 or support@nas.nasa.gov
NCCS: (301) 286-9120 or support@nccs.nasa.gov

HECC: https://www.nas.nasa.gov/hecc/support/training.html
NCCS: https://www.nccs.nasa.gov/user_info/tutorials or
https://www.nccs.nasa.gov/user_info/brown_bags

HECC: https://www.nas.nasa.gov/hecc/support/kb/
NCCS: https://www.nccs.nasa.gov/user_info/modeling_guru

USER SURVEYS* rank help desk services as highest category
* Based on results from the HECC 2017 User Survey (6.5 of 7) and NCCS 2016
User Survey (4.3 of 5)
‒ HECC 2017 User Survey identified areas of opportunity for improvement
included training, knowledge base and awareness of services
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Pleiades Simulations Help Reveal Magnetic
Convection in Stars like our Sun*
• University of Colorado astrophysicists are running simulations on
Pleiades to help better understand the interior physics of stars like our
Sun.
– Researchers are studying the transition boundary between the
convective and wave regions, called the tachocline, which is
thought to be an important part of the solar magnetic dynamo.

Mission Impact: Simulations run on HECC resources help
astrophysicists understand the rotating, stratified, magnetized
dynamo systems of stars, supporting one of NASA’s fundamental
goals in Astrophysics to “explore the origin and evolution of the
galaxies, stars and planets that make up our universe.”

– In many solar dynamo theories, this region is where magnetic fields
are stored and organized over an 11-year solar cycle.
• Simulations are conducted in 2D and 3D, typically running on between
512 and 16,380 cores and requiring 24 to 120 hours of evolution.
• Results have shown that the boundary region may be very different than
previously thought:
– Internal gravity waves act to efficiently stop the turbulent
convection, likely limiting the connections between the dynamogenerated magnetic fields in the convection zone and the stable
interior.
– This boundary region may play a surprisingly small role in the
operation of the solar dynamo. If true, suggests solar and stellar
dynamos operate very differently than current conceptual models.
* HECC provided supercomputing resources and services in support of this work.

Movie from a simulation of stratified stellar convection showing entropy
fluctuations, with the convection zone above and a wave region below. Hot, high
entropy (red) fluid rises in the convection zone, while cold, low entropy (blue) fluid
falls. Watch as the waves amplify and break into the convection zone above. The
simulation was produced using the open-source Dedalus pseudospectral framework.
POC: Benjamin Brown, bpbrown@colorado.edu, (303) 492-8647, University of Colorado
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No Planets Needed: NCCS-Hosted Simulations
Show Disk Patterns Can Self-Generate
•

GSFC, Penn State, and California State University,
Northridge/JPL astrophysicists used the NCCS Discover
supercomputer to simulate gas-dust interactions in disks (debris
and transitional) around young stars.

•

They ran 9 simulations, each varying the amount of gas and
dust—key variables in determining factors such as how much
drag force the dust particles will experience and how much the
dust heats the gas.

•

Each 400,000-year simulation used 84 cores on Discover,
where the researchers also partly assembled visualizations.
Total computation time was just under 300,000 core-hours.

•

Dust patterns seen in these disks are often attributed to the
gravitational influence of unseen planets, but the simulation
results suggest that these patterns may emerge from the
gas-dust interactions without any planet present.

•

Marc Kuchner (GSFC) presented the results on January 11 at
the American Astronomical Society meeting in Washington.

New simulations performed on the NCCS Discover supercomputer show how dust and
gas in a circumstellar disk could form patterns without planets. Visualization by Marc
Kuchner, GSFC

“We would not have been able to explore such a wide parameter space in a reasonable amount
of time without NASA’s supercomputing resources. Using the Discover cluster enabled us to
explore the effects of varying dust and gas levels, as opposed to producing just one or two
simpler simulations that would only have allowed us to show qualitative results.”
— Marc Kuchner, GSFC Exoplanets and Stellar Astrophysics Laboratory
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ADP-18 At a Glance
Project Count

97

Total Requested

64,104,902

FY18 Target

59,690,000

Total Allocated

51,546,297

Total Remaining Target

8,143,703

Total Used*

25,182,016

% of Allocation Used*

49%

70,000,000

82% of total FY18
allocations* were
approved in Q1

18.5M SBUs from the
Agency Reserve

60,000,000
Q4
Q3
Q2
Q1

SBUs†

50,000,000
40,000,000
30,000,000

49% used*
20,000,000
10,000,000
0
Requested

Target

Allocated

* Fiscal year to date as of June 30
† 1 SBU (Standard Billing Unit) represents the work that can be performed on a dual-socket Westmere node in one
hour valued at $0.16 based on approved pricing on Oct 1, 2017. Pricing re-calculated once a year

Used

On target to use
65-70% of total
allocations* by
the end of FY18
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Moving Toward New Disciplined Approach
Challenge
•
•

Demand for HEC resources continues to be greater than the available capacity
SMD research divisions select and award research proposals without considering the HEC resource
constraints

Solution
•
•

•

Better plan for future capacity
Multi-year resource allocation requests are now being captured and included along with proposals to:
– align HEC resource allocation process and time scale with those of the research project award
process
– tightly tie HEC resource allocation to specific project funding
– instill planning discipline and continued delivery of HEC resources
Planned activities include:
– establish program-level allocation targets
– integrate evaluation of HEC resource allocation requests into panel review process
– enable concurrent approval of HEC resource allocations at time of selection
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Increasing Capacity & Capabilities
Facility Expansion
Modular Supercomputing Facility (MSF)
• Prototype consisting of 2 modules
• proven cost-effective and energy-efficient way to operate and
manage a supercomputing environment

Above: Modular Supercomputing Facility,
aka Electra, consists of 2 modules with a
total of 12 E-Cells with Skylake processors.

NAS Facility Expansion (NFE) Project
• One-acre site able to hold 16 modules
• Working towards November 2018
completion date
• Plan to populate site with 7 new modules

Alternate Computing Solutions

Above: Artist’s rendition of
NAS Facility Expansion.
Right: One-acre construction
site that once completed will
be able to distribute nearly 30
megawatts of power to up to
16 modular buildings housing
high-end computing and
storage resources.

• Installed a small GPGPU cluster to facilitate exploration by NASA users in data analytics and machine learning
• Standing up a new capability with high performance computing in an AZURE cloud environment
• Additional computing and storage capabilities are available within a private high performance science cloud
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APD Requests in the Pipeline
Active HEC Projects
with future year requests already captured in eBooks

Projected Demand vs. Growth
244

250
2019 SBUs
Requested

2020 SBUs
Requested

2021 SBUs
Requested

225

47,639,912

37,629,424

6,024,646

200

Prospective HEC Projects
that submitted Eligibility Requests, but
selection/funding verification is pending
Year 1 SBUs
Requested

Year 2 SBUs
Requested

Year 3 SBUs
Requested

ADAP-17

3

124,734

203,217

34

APRA-17

7

2,391,079

2,268,562

2,597,375

FERMI-17

2

674,734

0

0

ADAP-18

3

64,242

77,823

27,823

LPS-18

6

2,912,659

3,631,200

2,528,618

Directed
Projected
Total

2

480,097

195,571

0

21

6,647,545

6,376,373

5,153,850

Combined Projected Total

54,287,457

44,005,797

11,178,496

169

175

SBUs (in millions)

Solicitation

Number of
Requests

FY
alignments
will likely shift

195
156

150
125
112

125
100

149

132

10095
80 82

75
54
50

44

25

11
0

0
2019
2020
Projected APD Demand*

2021
2022
Projected APD Target

0

0

2023
2024
Known Requests†

* Assumes a very conservative demand growth at 25% year-over-year
† Combines known requests as of June 30 from both active and prospective HEC projects
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Top Challenges Faced by HEC
Top Challenges:
1.

How to treat computing time similar to telescope time?
•

2.

How to establish program-level targets?
•
•

3.

Incorporate HEC resource requirement/target in solicitation announcements
Establish benchmark and guidelines

How to determine project-level allocations at time of selection?
•
•

4.

Establish targets for solicitation by R&A programs

At discretion of Program Managers based on established targets
Review panelists may provide guidance (in merit or cost evaluation)

How to identify/solicit reviewers with supercomputing expertise?
•

Develop/maintain list
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Questions?
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